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Introduction

Fecal-oral transmitted diseases such as typhoid fever, infectious hepatitis and cholera
belong to a class of diseases which may be called Man-Environment-Man diseases
(MEM). These disesases possess a mechanism of spread mainly due to an interaction
between the human population and a polluted environment.
In order to know how to control these diseases we want a mathematical model to
describe their spread. Epidemiologists are particularly interested in defining so called
threshold parameters which discriminate situations in which the epidemic tends to extinc
tion and situations in which it tends to some endemic state. Furthermore, the biological
meaning of each model must be clear, in particular, the biological meaning of the param
eters of the model.
In this report three basic models are presented. One model is based on a system of ordi
nary differential equations while the other two are based on parabolic systems of partial
differential equations, Le. reaction-diffusion systems.

1. A simple model based on a system of ODE

First of all we want to select a model which is as simple as possible but still contains the
essentials.
Based on statistical analysis of data on typhoid fever and infectious hepatitis A in the city

ofBari, the following model is proposed

(1.1)

dZ I
-- - -an ZI + al2 Z2

dt

dZ2
-;tt = -a22 z2+g(Zt)·

Here ZI denotes the (average) concentration of infectious agents in the environment, Z2

the infective human population, _1_ the mean life time of the agents in the environment,
all

_1_ is the mean infectious period of the human infectives and a 12 the multiplication
a22

parameter of the infectious agent due to the human population. Finally, g(ZI) describes
the "force of infection" due to the agents on the human population. Consequently, we can
influence a12 in this model.
The simplest choice for g(z 1) would be

In this case, the system (1.1) only admits the trivial state z1 =Z2 =0 as a stationary state.
However, actual data show that we need a system which also possesses non-trivial sta
tionary states.
We now make the following assumptions on the function g : JR+ ~ JR+



(1.2.i)

(1.2.ii)

(1.2.iii)

(1.2.iv)
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g(O)=O

g is increasing

g is twice continuously differentiable on JR+ with

g/(O) =lim g'(z) > 0
zJ-o

and g"(z) <0, ZE JR+-{O} , i.e. g is concave

lim g'(z)=O.
Z-+-

(1.3)

So a characteristic plot of g is the following

~ -+

A possible stationary state (z1 , z~) of the system (1.1) satisfies the following equations

[

-all zl +a 12 z~ =0

g(zD-a22z~ =0.

Hence the following situations occur

I n
~I 'I

In easel, g/(O) a 12 > all a22 and in case II the opposite inequality is valid.

(1.4) Theorem.
g/(O) a 12

Let e= and let JK =JR+ X JR+ be the positive cone in JR2.
all a22



(1.5)
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(a) If 0 < e < 1, then the system (1.1) admits only the trivial equilibrium solution
z1 = 0, Z2 = 0 in the cone lK. This solution is globally asymptotically stable.

(b) If e > 1 then the system (1.1) admits two equilibrium solutions in lK. They are the
origin (0,0) and the only non-trivial solution (z1 ,z~) E lK \ {(O,O)}. In this case (0,0) is
unstable, while (zLz~) is globally asymptotically stable.

A typical example of a function g satisfying the conditions (1.2.i-iv) is given by

az
g(z)= 1 +pz

Exercise.
Theorem 1.4 strongly depends on the strict concavity of g assumed in (1.2.iii). Another
interesting choice for g is

az2
g(z) = 2.

1+ 13z

This function does not satisfy all stated conditions, in fact g/(O) =0. Show that for this
function g there are two non-trivial equilibrium solutions, one which is globally asymp
totically stable and one which is a stable point. Show that also the origin is globally
asymptotically stable and determine the separatrix. Which situation is described by this
model?

Remark 1.
The whole class of MEM-infectious diseases may be modelled by so called positive feed
back systems

(1.6)

where

dZI
---;jt = II(zloz2)

dZ 2
---;jt = 12(zl,z2)

Remark 2.
Data analysis shows seasonal dependence caused by the eating habits of the examined
population. Therefore a periodic parameter pet) with one year as its period, has to be
taken into account The following model is suggested
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dZl
-;}t = -all Zl +alZzZ

dz z Zl
- = -a22 Zz +N ~p(t)--

dt 1+z 1

where N is the total population, ~ the probability that a person is receptive. Here the prob

lem is whether there exists a globally asymptotically stable periodic solution. For further

details on this, see Section 6.

2. Some general considerations on systems of ODE

Consider the following first order ordinary differential equation

(2.1)
dz

- =f(z) , Z E JR m, m? 1
dt

wherefis a function from JRm into JRm.

Suppose we know that for a subsetD c JRm

":tzoeD 3!z(l) solutionof(2.1) with z(O)=zo.

Then we also know (cf. [ ]) that there exists a family of non-linear operators
V(t) : D ~ D, t E JR+, such that t H V(t) Zo is a solution of (2.1) with initial value zoo

The family (V(t»I~ 0 satisfies the following conditions

(2.2.i)

(2.2.ii)

(2.2.iii)

(2.2.iv)

V(O) =I.

V(t+s) =V(t) V(s).

For all t E JR + ,

Zo H V(t)zo, Zo ED.

is a continuous mapping.

For all Zo ED

t H V(t)zo, t E JR+

is a continuous mapping.

(2.3) Definition.

1. The mapping <P: t H V(t) Zo is called a trajectory.
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11. The image cf>(/R+) of a trajectory cf> is called the orbit.

iii. A point z* E D is called an equilibrium point if

'Ir;;f,elR+ V(t)z*=z*.

iv. An equilibrium point z* E D is called stable if

'lr;;fe>O 31»0 'lr;;fzoeD: IIzo-z*1I < 0 => IIV(t)zo-z*1I < e.

v. An equilibrium point z* E D is called asymptotically stable if

(a) z* is stable

(b) z* is a local attractor, i.e.

3'1>0 'lr;;fzoeD :lIz-zoll <Tl => lim IIV(t)zo-z*II=O.
100+ 00

vi. z* is called globally asymptotically stable in D if

(a) z* is stable

(b) z* is a global attractor, i.e.

'lr;;fzoeD lim IIV(t)zo-z*II=O.
100+ 00

Besides we introduce the following notation

(2.4) Notation.

(i) IK={~E /Rm I ~i~O, i=I, ... ,m},

(ii) ~~ Tl : <=> ~-Tl ElK,

(iii) ~ > Tl : <=> ~~ Tl and ~;tTl,

(iv) ~ »Tl : ~ ~i > Tli, i = 1, ... , m ,

(v) [~, Tl] = {~E IK I ~S; ~S; Tl}.

(2.5) Definition.
A function!: IK ~ /Rm is said to be quasi-monotonely increasing if

'Ir;;f~,'1e 1K,~~'1 : ~j=Tlj => fj(~)~fj(Tl).

In this connection we have the well-known theorem.

(2.6) Theorem.

Let!: IK ~ /R m be quasi-monotonely increasing. Let! and zbe functions from /R+ into
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.!L z:S I(Z), then z(t):S 2"(t) , t E JR+.
dt -

On the function I = ifl'h . ... ,1m) we impose the following conditions throughout

Cl 1(0)=0

C2 lis quasi-monotonely increasing

C3 V'~e lK 3~oe lK.~»Oand ~s;~o:

.tj(~) < 0, j = 1, ... , m.

Theorem (2.6) has the following consequences

(2.7) Corollary.
For each t E JR+. Vet) is monotonely increasing, Le.

(2.8) Corollary.
For each t E JR+, V(t) (IK) c IK.

Proof

1(0)=0 implies V(t)O=O, tE JR+.

z: t H V(t)~.

So if 1;0 E JK then Vet) 1;0 ~ 0, taking ! == 0 and

o

(2.9) Definition.
A region 1: c JRm is called invariant under the action of the family (V(t», e lW if
Vet) (I:) c 1: for all t E JR+.

(2.10) Lemma.
Let I: be a region in JRm with boundary aI:. If

V'~e at : leo· n(') < 0

then 1: is invariant for (V(t», e lW.

Here n(') denotes the outward pointed normal at aI:, the dot denotes the Euclidean inner
product in JRm.

(2.11) Definition.
Let I: c JRm be a bounded rectangle with ~ =0 in its interior. Then I: is called a contract
ing rectangle if
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\totE (0,1] \t~E a(tl:) : f(')' n(') < 0

i.e. for each 't E (0,1] the rectangle 'tL is invariant.

(2.12) Theorem.
Consider the ordinary differential evolution equation

lizdi =f(z).

If there exists a contracting rectangle L with' = 0 in its interior, then the trivial equili
brium solution z(t) = 0 is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof.
The function L(e) = inf {or E (0,1] I 'E 'tL} is a Lyapunov function. Namely, in this case

VL(,) is proportional to n(') (V L(~) = A(') n('), A(') > 0). So

d
tit L(z(t» =V L(z(t»· f(z(t» < 0

since J: is a bounded rectangle. I]

Remark.
We have proved global asymptotic stability by means of contracting rectangles. In the
next section we extend this technique to the case of parabolic partial differential equa
tions.

Example.
We consider the ordinary differential equation

liz =Bz
dt

where B is a quasi-monotone m x m-matrix, i.e. B =(bjj) with bjj ~ 0, i :I: j. The
corresponding propagation semigroup (V(t»'E IW is given by Vet) = exp(t B). The follow
ing results can be proved

etB(IK) ~ IK

IfB is irreducible (i.e. B - [: ~]) then for all ~ e 11(, ~ "0,

etB ,» O.

Let~:=max {ReA I AE cr(B)}
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Jl e cr(B) and 3~E IK : B ~ = Jl~.

IfB is irreducible, then 3~»o : B ~ =Jl~.

The last two statements are called the Perron-Frobenius theorem.

3. Some general consideration on parabolic systems of PDE

In this section we try to extend certain techniques applied for systems of ODE, in particu
lar the contracting rectangle technique.

Let n a bounded region in some lR n • By X I we denote the Banach space of all continu

ous functions on n endowed with the usual norm

IIUll1oo= SUQ. IUl(X)I, UI e XI'
XE n

Let X denote the m-fold product of X I,

X=X 1 XXI x··· xXI (mtimes)

with norm

By X+ we denote the positive cone in X

X+ = {u E X I u/x)~ 0 for x E n and j =1, ... , m J.

In this section we study the following system of parabolic differential equations

dUlat (x,t)=d l AUI + fl(uI, ... , urn)

(3.1)

with boundary conditions

du-a.: +CXj(x)Uj=O, (x,t)e dOx lR+.

Here f = (/1, •.• , fm) : lR~ -+ lR rn is supposed to satisfy the conditions C 1, C2 and C3.

If we set U =(U l' ...• Urn) e X and D =diag(d I, ... , drn ), then we can write

duat =D Au + feu)

with
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From literature we can conclude the existence of solutions of (3.1).

(3.2) Theorem.
For each "sufficiently" smooth f and each initial condition uo E X there exists a unique
solution u with

U E C2•1 (Ox(O,oo), IRm ) ('\ C I•O (Q x (0,00), IR m )

such that u(', 0) =uO.

As in the ODE-case by V(t)uo we denote the unique solution of (3.1) with initial condi
tion UO E X. For Vet) we have similar results as stated in (2.2). «V(t»/ e IW is called an
evolution semigroup.) Indeed,

(3.3.i)

(3.3.ii)

(3.3.iii)

(3.3.iv)

(3.3.v)

V(O)=/.

V(t+s)=V(t) V(s) , t,s~O.

V(t)O=O, t~ O.

For all t ~ 0 the map

X :3 uO H V(t)uo E X

is continuous unifonnly on [tl' t2]'

For all uO E X the map

/R.+ :3 t ~ V(t)uo E X

is continuous.

(3.4) Lemma.
For functions u and v on 0 x /R. + suppose that

auiit (x,t) :s; (D L\u) (x,t) +f(u(x,t»

aviit (x,t) ~ (D L\ v) (x,t) +f(v(x,t»

for (x,t) E 0 x /R.+. that

(B u) (x,t) :s; (B v) (x,t)

for (x, t) E ao x /R. + and that
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u(X, 0) ~ V(X, 0)

for x E O. Then

u(X,t) ~ v(x,t)

for all (x,t) E n x m+.

A consequence of the previous lemma is the monotonicity of the operators V(t) , t E m+.

(3.5) Corollary.
Let uo, vo E X+ with uo ~ va. Then V(t)uo S; V(t)vo for all t ~ o.

In correspondence with Definition (2.3) we have

(3.6) Definition.
Let u* be a stationary solution of equations (3.1) Le.

D!1u* -f(u*)=O in 0

Bu* =0 in ao.
Then u* is said to be stable if V'e >°33>0 V'UO e X

lIuo-u*1I <0 ~ IIV(t)u O-u*1I <E, V'tE m+.

Besides, u* is said to be globally asymptotically stable in a domain D c X if

(a) u* is stable

(b) V'uoeD: lim IIV(t)uo-u*II=O.
t -+00

Let us first, as an example of the system (3.1), investigate a linear PDE-system. There

fore we take f(u) =F u with F a quasi-monotone m x m-matrix:

auat =D!1u +F u in 0

B u=O in ao
and with initial condition u(O) = UO E X.
In this particular case the evolution operators T(t) , t E m+, are linear. Now in addition
we suppose that in the boundary operator all (J.j are equal, Le.

(3.8) (Xix) = (J.(x)~ 0, j =1, ... , m.

(3.9) Lemma.
Let 4> be an eigenfunction of the operator !1 in 0, viz.
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[

Ll ct> + A. ct> = 0 in n
~ +a(x)ct>=O in an.

Then u~(x.t)=ct>(x)exp(-AD+F)~ is a solution of (3.7) with initial condition
uO(x) = ct>(x)~, ~ E JRm.

In the sequel by Aa we denote the smallest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue equation (3.10).
We observe that Aa > 0 whenever a is not identically equal to zero. Also, if a == 0 then

Aa = O. For Aa there exists an eigenfunction ct>a E XI with ct>a(x)~ O. X E n(cf. [D.

(3.11) Theorem.

i. If for all A. E Cf(-Aa D +F), Re A. < 0, then u == 0 is globally asymptotically stable in
X+ for the system (3.7).

ii. If ~= max {Re A. I AE Cf(-Aa D +F)} > 0 and F is irreducible, then u == 0 is unstable.
In fact,

with u~(x.t) =ct>a(x) exp(-AaD +F)~.

Next we look at the non-linear case

(3.1 ') duat =D Llu + feu)

B u Ian=o.

We introduce the constants CXmin and CXmax by

(3.12) CXmin = min min {al (x)• ... , am(x)}
XE an

Omax = max max {al (x) •.. .• am(x)}.
XE an

By A.mm we denote the first eigenvalue of the equation

Llct> + Act> = 0

dct>
dv + CXmin ct> = O.

Similarly, '-max is defined. By ct>min and ct>max we denote the corresponding positive eigen
functions.
Now assume that the Jacobian F =JI-.0+) is quasi-monotonely increasing, irreducible and
such that
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Under this assumption the following stability result is valid.

(3.14) Theorem.
If for all I.E G(-'Amm D +F), Re 1.< 0, then the trivial equilibrium solution u == 0 is glo
bally asymptotically stable for the system (3.1).

The proof of this theorem is based on Lemma (3.4) and Theorem (3.11).

Let F =Jfi.rt) be quasi-monotonely increasing, irreducible and such that V'~e lK : f("f,) $ F"f,.

Then for all e > 0, e < min {lij I Ii) > 0, i ;¢:. j} there is S(e) > 0 such that

V'~e JK.I~I <6(E) : f("f,)";? F E"f,

where the matrix FE is quasi-monotonely increasing and irreducible with elements
defined by

lij = fij - e if lij > 0, i;¢:. j

lij = 0 if lij = 0, i;¢:. j

lij = lij if i =j.

In connection herewith we mention

(3.16) Lemma.
Suppose there is a quasi-monotonely increasing, irreducible matrix ft such that

35>0 \i~e lK, 1~1~5 : f("f,)";? ft"f,.

Then for all uO E X+, u°;¢:. 0,

V(t)uo »0, t > o.

The following result is on the instability of the trivial stationary state.

(3.17) Theorem.
AssumeF = Jfi.O+) is a quasi-monotonely increasing and irreducible matrix such that

\i~e JK : f("f,)$ F"f,

and assume

lJ.=max {ReA I I.E a(-AmaxD+F)} > O.

Then the trivial stationary state of (3.1) is not stable.
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Finally we devote some attention to the existence and stability of non-trivial steady

states. We approach their stability by means of a kind of contracting rectangle technique.

So let us consider the equation

[
D~<I>+f(<I»=O in n
B <I> =0 in an.

(3.19) Definition.
A function <l> on n is a subsolution of the system (3.18) if

D ~<I> +f(<I»~ 0 in n

and
B <I>~ 0 in an.

Correspondingly, <I> on n is a supersolution of (3.18) if

D ~<I> +f(<I»~ 0 in n

and

B <I>~ 0 in an.

(3.20) Lemma.

i. Let <I> be a subsolution of the system (3.18). Then Vet) <I> increases on /R+. Further, if

N+(<I»={,¥ I '¥satisfies(3.18) and <I>S'¥}

is not empty, then cf>_ = min N +(<1» exists and

lim IIV(t) <I> - cf>_11 =O.
t~oo

ii. Let <l> be a supersolution of the system (3.18). Then V(t)cf> decreases on /R+.

Further, if

N_(cf» = {'I' I 'l'satisfies(3.18) and <I>~'I'}

is not empty, then cf>+ =max N _(Ci» exists and

lim IIV(t)cf>-<I>+II=O.
t~oo

(3.21) Theorem.
Suppose there exist a real quasi-monotonely increasing m x m matrix C such that Re A. < 0

for all A. E cr(C) and
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311 >0 'v';e lK,I;IH : f(~)~ C~.

Then the collection of steady state solutions of (3.18) admits a maximum <Il+ for which

lim dist (V(t) uO , IO,<I>+]) = 0, uO E X+.
t~oo

(3.22) Theorem.
Under the hypothesis of Theorems (3.17) and (3.21) the collection of steady state solu
tions admits a minimum <1>_ with <1>_ » 0 for which for all uO E X+ • uO '* 0,

lim dist (V(t) UO , [<1>_,00)) =O.
t~oo

In combination with Theorem (3.21) we get for all uO E X+ \ {O}

lim dist (V(t) uO • [<1>_, <1>+]) =O.
t~oo

We introduce some extra conditions on functionsffrom /Rm into /R+.

C4 For all R > 0 there exists a quasi-monotonely increasing and irreducible matrix CR

such that

C5 fis sublinear, viz.

'v''te (0,1) 'v';»o : tf(~)~ f(t~).

1

Remark. f(~) - !(Tl) = JlIt ~+(l-t)Tj)(~-Tj)dt
o

We arrive at the main result of this subsection.

(3.23) Theorem.
Let f satisfy the conditions Cl - C5 and assume, in addition, the conditions stated in
Theorem 3.22. Then the parabolic system (3.1) admits a unique equilibrium solution
<1»> 0 which is globally asymptotically stable inX+ \ {OJ.

4. A model based on a reaction-diffusion system

Returning to our actual problem. modelling the spread of infectious diseases, we now
take into account the spatial spread. also. So we introduce the spatial densities uland Uz

of the interacting populations. With the notation of Section 1 we have
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Zj(t) = JUi(X,t) dx (i =1,2).
n

Our model is based on the following parabolic system

aUl
ii't = d 111 u1 - a 11 u 1 + a 12 U2

aU2
ii't=d2I1u2-anu2+g(Ul) in.o.

with boundary conditions

aUj
av + nix) Uj =0 (j =1,2) in a.o..

We suppose that the function g has the following properties

(4.2)

i. 0 < ~' <~" => 0 < g(~') < g(~"),

ii. g(O) =0,

iii. g is twice differentiable on /R+ with g"(~) < 0

p(~) all a22
iv. limsup ~ < .

~-+oo ~ a12

In accordance with (3.1) we take

[
-a 11 ;1 + a 12 ;2]

f(;) = g(;l) - an;2 ' ~ E 1R
2
.

Since g(O) = 0, we have f(O) = 0, and since g is monotone on /R +, f is quasi-monotone on
IR;. So the condition C3 can be readily checked.

LetB =110+), the Jacobian off at the origin,

_[-all a 12 ]
B - g'(O) -an .

Since a12, g'(O) > 0, B is quasi-monotonely increasing and, further, B is irreducible. By
(iii) g is strictly concave, i.e.

With ~2 =0 this becomes
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'V~e JR. \ (OJ 'Vote (0.1) : g('C~) > 't g(~).

Thus we conclude thatjis sublinear (= C5)

1
'V;»O 'Vote (0,1) : j(~) < -; j('tc.).

Letting 'C J, 0 we see that

'V;e JR~ j(c.) ~ B c..
Condition C4 follows from the equality

1

j(c.) - j(TI) =JJIt c. +(l-t)TI)(~-Tl) dt
o

where

[

-all a 12 ]
JIc.) = g'(c.) -all •

and the fact that g' is decreasing.

We put

Omin = min min {<XI (x). <X2(X)}
xe an

Omax= max max {<XI(X). <X2(X)},
xean

By Amm and Amax we denote the first eigenvalues belonging to the eigenvalue equations

with respectively

~ + Omin 41=0 and ~ + Omax 41=0.

The corresponding eigenfunctions cjlmin and <Pmax can be taken strictly positive.

On the basis of the theory presented in Section 3 the following statements can be proved.

(4.3) Theorem.
If

a 12 g'(O)
amin = < 1 •

(all +dl Amin) (a 22 +d2 Amm)

then the trivial solution of 4.1 is globally asymptotically stable inX+.
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(4.4) Theorem.
If

a12 g'(O)
emax = >1,

(a 11 +d2 !.max) (a22 +d2 !.max)

then the trivial solution of (4.1) is instable. Furthennore,

3K >o V'uoex+\{Oj : lim IIV(t)uoll > K.
I --+00

(4.5) Proposition.
Let emax > 1. Then z* E JR~ \ {O} satisfying

- all zT +a 12 z! =0

-a22 z! + g(zt) =0

generates the supersolution cI>(x) =z*, X E .0.

(4.6) Proposition.
Let emax > 1. By z~ax we denote the unique non-trivial equilibrium solution of the system
of ordinary differential equations

dz
di=-!.maxDz+!(z), t>O.

Then for any £ > 0 with II £ ~max II::;; 1 the function

cI>(x) =£ ct>max(x ) z~ax' X E .0

is a subsolution of (4.1).

Now given a decreasing sequence (£k) with £k J, 0 we obtain a decreasing sequence of sub
solutions cI>k =£k ct>max z~ax' Herewith by Lemma 3. we can construct a decreasing
sequence of equilibrium solutions cI>k of (4.1) satisfying cI>k» O. On the basis of the fol
lowing lemma there exists an equilibrium solution cI>_ » 0 with

lim llcI>k - cI>_1I =O.
k--+oo

(4.7) Lemma.
Let (8k) denote a decreasing sequence of equilibrium solutions of the system (3.1) (in

particular (4.1)) such that 8 1 »0 (in n). Then there exists an equilibrium solution 8» 0

(in.Q) of (3.1) sucht hat lim 118k -811 = O.
1--+ 00

In addition we have 0 « cI>_::;; cI>+.
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Finally we present the following result.

(4.8) Theorem.
Let emu> 1. Then the system (4.1) admits a unique equilibrium solution <I»> 0 which is
globally asymptotically stable in X+ \ {O}.

s. Some general considerations on periodic systems

Consider the non-autonomous system

au·a: =dj dUj+fj(t;U1'···'Um), (x,t)e o.xJR, j=I, ... ,m

with boundary conditions

au·a: + aix)Uj =0, (X,t) e an. x JR, j =1, , m.

So in comparison with (3.1) the nonlinear termf =(11, ,fm) also depends on t.

We assume that for each t e JR the function f(t;·) satisfies the conditions C1, C2 and C3.
In addition, periodicity is assumed, viz.

(5.2) 3T >0 'V,e lR : f(t;·) =f(t+T;·).

With these conditions onfit can be proved that for each S e JR and for each uO e X there
exists a solution u(x,t) , t ~ s, such that u(x,s) =uo(x). Thus there are operators
U(t,s) , S:::;; t, on X with the following properties.

i. For each UO eX, u(x,t) =(U(t,s) uo) (x) is a solution of (5.1) with u(x,s) =uO(x).

n. For each S e JR, U(s,s) =f.

iii. For each s, 't,t e JR with S:::;; 't:::;; t

U(t,'t) U('t,S) =U(t,s).

IV. For each s,t e JR, S:::;; t, U(t,s)O =o.
v. Foreachs,te JR, s:::;;t, U(t+T,s+T)=U(t,s).

vi. For each S e IR

is equicontinuous for t e [s, t]

Vll. For each uo e X and each S e JR

t H U(t,s)uo, t~s,

is continuous.
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By U:= U(T, 0) we denote the monodromy operator. The following statements are
equivalent

a. u(x,t) is a periodic solution of the system (5.1).

b. 'Vs e lR : u(s,x) is a fixed point of the operator U.

For non-autonomous systems there are the following notions of stability and asymptotic
stability.

(5.3) Definition.
Let 4>(x,t) be a solution of (5.1). Then CI> is said to be stable ifV'£>o V's€ lR 311 >o V'uoe x

lIuo-4>(·,s)1I <~ * lIU(t,s)uo-CI>(·,t)1I <e.

The stability is said to be uniform if ~ does not depend on the choice of s.

(5.4) Definition.
Let 4>(x,t) be a solution of (5.1). We say that CI> is globally asymptotically stable in D eX

if CI> is stable and globally attractive in D, i.e.

'VselR'VuoeD: lim IIU(t,s)uo-4>(.,t)II=O.
t -+00

Further, <1> is said to be uniformly globally asymptotically stable if <1> is uniformly stable
and

IIU(t,s)uO - cI>(. , t)1I < e, t > L + s.

(5.5) Lemma.
Let 4>(x,t) be a periodic solution of (5.1). Then cI> is stable (asymptotically stable) if and
only if cI>(. , 0) is a stable (asymptotically stable) fixed point of the monodromy operator U

related to the system.

The previous lemma requires the following definition.

(5.6) Definition.
Let ell E X be a fixed point of the operator U. Then cI> is stable if
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and cI> is globally asymptotically stable in D c X if <I> is stable and globally attractive in D,

'VuoeD: lim IJUll uo =<!>II=O.
Il~OO

6. A model with seasonality dependence

In this section we analyze the following system of ordinary differential equations which
generalizes the system (1.1)

dZI
& =-a11 ZI + a12 Z2

dZ 2& =-a22 Z2 +pet) h(Zl)'

Here all, a 12 and a22 are positive constants and p is a positive Holder continuous T

periodic function. We set

Pmax = max p(t). Pmin = min pet).
t E {O.T] t E [O,T]

The function h is supposed to satisfy the conditions 4.2 i.-iii. and in addition

iv'
h(z) alla22

limsup -- = ---
Z~OO Z a12Pmax

(6.1 ')

Define f = if1.12) by

h (t;zl,Z2)=-a22 Z2 +p(t)h(Zl)'

Then for each t E JR, f(t ;. ) satisfies the conditions C1. C2 and C3.

The ODE-system (6.1) can be written as

dz
dt =f(t;z).

By Vet,s), t~ s, we denote the corresponding translation operators and by V the mono
dromy operator VeT, 0). The operator V is monotone

'V~.'Ile 1K : ~~" ~ V~~ V".

In particular, V is positive,

'V~e 1K : V ~ E IK.

Let B max be the matrix
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[

-a 11 a 12 ]

B max = Prnax h'(O) -a22 .

The conditions on h ensure that

V;e IK Vte IR : f(t; ~)~ Bmax~'

So if the eigenvalues of B max are strictly negative, the trivial solution of (6.1) is stable.
Indeed,

(6.2) Theorem.
Suppose

6rnax = a12Pmax h'(O)
Q < l.

a11 a 22

Then the trivial solution of (6.1) is globally asymptotically stable in the positive cone IK.

Next we discuss non-trivial periodic solutions.

(6.3) Theorem.
Suppose the monodromy operator V corresponding to the system (6.1 ') satisfies

i. V;e IK : V ~ »0 (strong positivity)

ii. V;»o V'te (0,1) 3a >0 : V['t~] ~ (1 +a)t V[~] (strong concavity).

Then each non-trivial T-periodic solution ~* (t), t ~ 0 of (6.1 ') with ~* (t) E JK is asymptot

ically stable.

In literature the following results on the existence of periodic solutions can be found.

(6.4) Theorem.
Let C(t) be a T-periodic matrix function with continuous entries such that

38>0 'V'E IR 'V;e 1K,1;1~8 : f(t.~)~ C(t)~.

Let Z denote the monodromy matrix associated to the system

dzdi = C(t)z

and suppose all eigenvalues of Z satisfy 11..1 < 1. Then the system (6.1 ') has aT-periodic
solution ~ with ~(t) ElK, t ~ O.

(6.5) Theorem.
Under the assumptions of Theorem (6.4), let there also exists a T-periodic matrix valued
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function B(t) with continuous entries and such that B(t) is irreducible for all t. Suppose

31l>0 Tile 1R \i!;e lK.I!;I~a : f(t ;c.)~ B(t)~.

Then (6.1') admits a non-trivial T-periodic solution.

The previous results are at the basis of the following theorem concerning the system
(6.1).

(6.6) Theorem.
Let

Then (6.1) has a T-periodic non-trivial strictly positive solution which is globally asymp
totically stable in IK \ {O}.

Finally we consider the non-autonomous version of (4.1).

(6.7)

with

dU}---at =dill U} - a 11 U 1 + a 12 U2

dU2----at =d2 Ll U2 - a22 U2 +p(t) h(u I) in n x D1

Let Omin , Omax, Amin and Amax be as in Section 4.

(6.8) Theorem.
Suppose

a }2Pmax h'(O)
a} = < 1.

(au +d} Amin) (a 22 +d2 Amin)

Then the trivial solution of (6.6) is globally asymptotically stable inX+.

Suppose

a12Pmin h'(O)
a2 = > 1.

(au +d l Amax) (a22 +d2 Amax)

Then the trivial solution is instable.
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With the aid of so called T-subsolutions and T-supersolutions the existence of a non
trivial T-periodic solution can be proved.

(6.9) Theorem.
If 92 > 1. then (6.7) admits a unique non-trivial T-periodic solution which globally
asymptotically stableinX+ \ {O}.
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Appendix

There has been proposed a third mathematical model for describing the spread of an
infectious disease. It is based on the following parabolic system of partial differential
equations

aUI
----at =d 1 flu) - all Ul

aU2
----at = - allu2+g(Ul)

with boundary conditions

a~1 = Jk(x,x') u2(x',t)dx', x Ean
.n

aU2
~=o.

So in this model only random dispersal of the infectious agent is supposed to take place.
The kernel k(x,x') in the boundary conditions describes the transfer of infectious agent at
x' En tox Ean.
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